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Scheherazade was originally commissioned for Milwaukee Ballet by Katie Heil.

Performance Running Time
Angels in the Architecture (30 minutes) opens the
evening's performance. Following a 25-minute
intermission, Scheherazade (50 minutes) will close
the program. The running time for the entire
performance is 1 hour 50 minutes.

The 2016-17 Season is sponsored by Donna and Donald Baumgartner.

Itzel Hernandez & Davit Hovhannisyan. Photo: Tom Davenport.



Mark Godden's

"Mark Godden's work

is so well crafted with

such a mature

quality. It's

extraordinarily

beautiful in its

simplistic style, and the

music elevates it even

higher." 
-Michael Pink, Artistic Director

Premiered on May 14, 1992 by the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

Photos courtesy of Northern Ballet Theatre. Photographer E Kaldhauer. 

These notes were compiled by Gerard Charles, BalletMet Columbus, September 1995

“Mark did not want the dancers to actually be Shakers but more to have the dance

embody the spirit of their beliefs. This, along with their many finely crafted artifacts, is

most of what we have left of them today due to the fact that only a few members of the

sect are still alive. The ballet draws upon this in many aspects.

What could more completely depict the Shakers than their famous broom, a symbol of

their belief in cleanliness being next to godliness, and also of their

practical inventiveness. The simple broom that we accept as the norm was actually a 

Shaker innovation. Until that point in time, brooms

were a rough bunch of bristles that moved dirt in an

indiscriminate manner. The Shakers developed the

method of binding a broom that is now one of their

enduring legacies to us.

Mark read that 'a well-made Shaker broom would

stand on its own'. This image was a fascinating one

and inspired the opening image of the ballet where

six brooms stand alone. It is an arresting sight and

totally without tricks. Mark then develops a "broom

vocabulary" of movement, first for the women, and

then with the men joining. They manipulate and

dance with the brooms, eventually hanging them on

the set where they become an active part of the stage

setting. Later on there are arm movements in the

dance that depict the sweeping action of the brooms.

There are many moves the dancers make that are

derived from Shaker life, most obviously perhaps

are the praying hands, but there are also moves

inspired by the labor of planting the crops, cleaning

and the movement of a rocking chair.

The choreographic style of the ballet is founded in a

ballet base, but developed and manipulated by Mark

Godden based on his own personal experience and

taste for movement. It is extremely musical and

reflects strongly on the Copland score. Mark extends

the body's normal range of movements by fully

utilizing the potential of the ladies skirts as well as

the chairs and the brooms.



S H A K E R   H O M E S

No good Shaker home was without its 'peg rail', a

place where all things could be placed away from

the floor and its dirt. The stage is set on three

sides with such a peg rail from which hang

another ubiquitous symbol of the Shakers -

chairs. As with the brooms, the chairs are no mere

set pieces but become actively integrated into the

choreography in the latter portion of the dance.

The costumes by Paul Daigle, a long time

collaborator with Godden, are not simple

replications of 'Shaker-wear', but designed to

enhance the choreography at the same time as

embodying the earthy tones of the countryside.

The lighting is meant to reflect the shafts of clear

light cutting into the space one so often sees in

the Shaker-built meeting halls."

-Thomas Merton

C O M P O S E R :
A A R O N   C O P L A N D
Composer Aaron Copland is a true American treasure, whose

life spanned almost the entire 20th century and whose work is

considered by many to be the 'sound of American music'. In

addition to his entire oeuvre, his scores have been used for

three popular ballets: Billy the Kid, choreographed by Eugene

Loring; Rodeo, choreographed by Agnes de Mille; and

Appalachian Spring choreographed by Martha Graham. These

and other lesser-known ballet scores have inspired many a

dancemaker and have left others wishing he had created more

for movement.

It makes sense that he had an ear and soul for ballet. Copland

began studying with Nadia Boulanger in 1912 in Paris during

the height of Diaghilev's Ballet Russes, and he said that he and

contemporaries were all interested in ballet in those days.

Appalachian Spring also utilized the shaker hymn, "Simple

Gifts" like Mark Godden's Angels in the Architecture does (in fact,

his score is a re-orchestrated version of Appalachian Spring).

This song is a crowd favorite and an American classic as is

Copland's music in general. Dance writer George Dorris said

that, "with these [ballet] scores, he created an American sound

through his handling of vernacular rhythms, open harmonies,

and themes that reflect familiar songs re-imagined into a new

idiom, a new vision of American singing and dancing." His

contributions to the American dance scene are invaluable. 

Hear from

Mark Godden

directly about

what inspired

his work. 

"The peculiar grace of a shaker chair is due to the fact

that it was made by someone capable of believing that

an angel might come sit on it." 

The title of this work is inspired by the quote:



' T I S   T H E   G I F T   T O   B E   S I M P L E ,

' T I S   T H E   G I F T   T O   B E   F R E E

'Tis the  gift to be  simple, 'tis the gift to be free

'Tis the gift to come down where we ought to be,

And when we find ourselves in the place just right,

'Twill be in the valley of love and delight.

When true simplicity is gained,

To bow and to bend we shan't be ashamed,

To turn, turn will be our delight,

'Til by turning, turning we come 'round right.

S I M P L E   G I F T S   B Y   E L D E R   J O S E P H Celebratory

Uplifting

Inventive

Valerie Harmon & Isaac Sharratt. Photo: Tom Davenport.



T H U R S D A Y   &   S A T U R D A Y   C A S T

Alana  Griffith , Itzel Hernandez,  Rachel Malehorn,  Luz San Miguel,  Nicole Teague-Howell,  Lizzie Tripp

Davit Hovhannisyan,  Patrick Howell,  Erik Johnson, Alexander Negron, Timothy O'Donnell, Isaac Sharratt

Photos: Timothy O'Donnell and Rachel Malehorn..

Alana  Griffith , Itzel Hernandez,  Rachel Malehorn,  Luz San Miguel,  Nicole Teague-Howell,  Lizzie Tripp

Parker Brasser-Vos, Garett Glassman, Davit Hovhannisyan,   Erik Johnson, Timothy O'Donnell, Isaac Sharratt

F R I D A Y   &   S U N D A Y   C A S T



Kathryn Posin's

-One Thousand and One Nights

"Scheherazade had perused the books, annals and

legends of preceding Kings, and the stories, examples

and instances of by-gone men and things; indeed it

was said that she had collected a thousand books of

histories relating to antique races and departed

rulers. She had perused the works of the poets and

knew them by heart; she had studied philosophy and

the sciences, arts and accomplishments; and she was

pleasant and polite, wise and witty, well read and

well bred. Now on that day she said to her father, 'By

Allah, O my father, how long shall this slaughter of

women endure? Shall I tell thee what is in my mind

in order to save both sides from destruction?'"

S C H E H E R A Z A D E

Originally commissioned for Milwaukee Ballet by Katie Heil in 2003. 

Enchanting

Mesmerizing

Sensuous

C H O R E O G R A P H E R ' S   N O T E S
"As a young dancer, I leaped in joy and terror to the rhythms of Rimsky-Korsakov’s

Scheherazade in my living room. Though my movements caused frequent collisions

with coffee tables and vases, these interruptions did not distract me from the thoughts

of the stories my mother had once read to me. Monsters and princesses often crowded

the way into the dance with me. Most particularly, the beauty of the violin inspired

my longing for far away enchantment in some imaginary land.

As great as my imagination may be, it takes the imaginations of many people to turn

this dream into a reality for Milwaukee audiences. In the beginning, there was
former artistic director, Simon Dow, who had the

instinctive vision to ask me to “dream” of a story

ballet 13 years ago- an ambitious journey for a

“lights and tights” contemporary choreographer

like myself.

Great visions do not always fund themselves. Enter

Katie Heil, the generous underwriter who

contributed to the fantastic costume design created

by Judanna Lynn, sets by William McClaren,

lighting by Aaron Copp and projections by John

Schmerling. I also thank Michael Pink for having

the imagination and faith to believe in a

production he merely inherited. And always

hovering magnificently over us all, Rimsky-

Korsakov, to whom I bow most gratefully."

-Kathryn Posin

Itzel Hernandez & Davit Hovhannisyan.

Photos: Tom Davenport.



26

41

S Y N O P S I S

Scene I: Sinbad and the Sea

Sinbad, a successful trader merchant who dwells in ancient Baghdad, leases a

boat to trade skills, spices, and merchandise on the high seas. On this voyage, he

encounters a terrible storm and his ship capsizes. Hanging for his life to a piece

of wreckage, Sinbad sights a dome-shaped island. Reaching the shore he realizes

this 'island' is the egg of the treacherous Rukh bird. After calming the bird,

Sinbad convinces her to let him tie his turban to her leg, so that he might fly

from the island. Sadly, the turban comes untied and Sinbad falls into the sea

again. Luckily, his shipmates who have found sail on a new boat, spot him and

rescue him. Sinbad returns to Baghdad with the seductive scent of the sea still

lingering in his soul. 

In the name of Him the Compassionate who bestows his mercy on all! Praise therefore be to Him who has made the histories of the

past an admonition for our own time! Their legacy has been passed on to us in the tales called “The Arabian Nights.”

King Shahriyar, a mythical Sheikh from ancient times is found embracing his favorite wife before departing on a

hunting trip. His chief adviser, who is really an Evil Vizier, suggests that after leaving his wife, King Shahriyar return

again to his bedchamber. He does so and finds his wife in the arms of the Golden Slave. The King, in a jealous rage,

seizes his sword and slays his wife. From that time forward, fearing further betrayals, the King takes a new wife to

bed each night and invariably has each one beheaded the following morning. Wishing to save her countrywomen, a

young woman named Scheherazade volunteers herself as the next candidate for the King’s bed. Scheherazade has

read the books of literature, philosophy, and science. She knows poetry by heart and remembers the myths of her

people. After the first night, just as the King prepares to slay the young woman, Scheherazade offers to tell the King a

story to amuse him and postpone her beheading. The King, intrigued by Scheherazade’s beauty and wisdom, agrees

to hear a story.

Scheherazade begins the telling of her tales… 

Scene II: Aladdin and the Magic Lamp

In an ancient Chinese city, there lives a poor boy named Aladdin and his mother. Aladdin is a useless scoundrel and

sometimes a thief, and his mother is saddened to see him. One day a sorcerer from deep Africa appears before the

starving mother and son. The sorcerer consults both the stars and the magical signs by writing in the dust on the

ground, and realizes that Aladdin is the only boy on earth who can perform the task he needs. Aladdin and the

sorcerer set off to find a deep cave wherein lay a small but magical lamp. Aladdin, on emerging from the cave, fights

the sorcerer for the lamp and escapes with it.

While innocently polishing the lamp, Aladdin is confounded to see the Genie of the lamp appear and grant him

three wishes. Aladdin wishes for new clothes and money until one day in a passing litter, he beholds the most

beautiful princess he has ever seen. He asks the Genie to make the Princess fall in love with him, but the Genie

reminds him that this request cannot be granted. As an alternative, Aladdin begs to become rich. The princess sees

through the riches to Aladdin’s purity of heart and falls in love with him and the magnificent palace he builds her.

But the wicked sorcerer steals the lamp and asks the genie to cast a spell on the princess and move her and the palace

to Africa. Aladdin searches the world far and wide for the princess and after many years comes upon the sorcerer

sleeping beside the lamp. Once again, Aladdin defeats the sorcerer and steals the lamp, wishing this time for the

princess and palace to return to him. His wish is granted and Aladdin and the princess marry, live happily, and rule

wisely. 

Kara Wilkes and Douglas McCubbin. Photo: Rick Brodzeller.
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41

S Y N O P S I S

Scene III: The Flying Horse

Once upon a time there was a wealthy and wise king of Persia who had three beautiful daughters and a handsome son.

All were concerned for the son, for the handsome Prince was melancholy and filled with a deep longing for the moon.

One day, a wicked toymaker visits the Kingdom and shows the King his magical toy, a flying horse. Urged on by his

sisters, the Prince leaps on the horse and flies far away into the sky.

He lands on the moon and finds the princess for whom his heart aches. They fall in love and are about to return to the

Prince’s Kingdom when a dark shadow falls between them. It is the wicked toymaker who freezes their hearts to gain

revenge on the Prince for stealing his horse.

At this point Scheherazade hesitates, and realizes that her story is moving in the wrong direction, and becomes fearful

of what lies in the King’s heart. For the first time, Scheherazade enters her own story and, with the Sheik’s help, loosens

the evil grip on the hearts of the lovers, allowing them to love once again and fly the horse back home. All celebrate the

couple’s return, but the evil toymaker lurks in the shadows, waiting for his time. 

Scene IV: Massacre in the Harem

The Evil Vizier, who has taken many shapes in the story, vows revenge against Scheherazade who seems to be winning

the King’s heart. The Evil One, who has also been defeated by Aladdin and the Prince and Princess of the Moon, has

now devised a horrifying scheme to destroy Scheherazade and her stories.

The Evil Vizier lies to the jealousy-prone King and whispers to him that Scheherazade has betrayed him in the arms of

the Golden Slave, exactly like the King’s former unfaithful wife.

The King is dumbfounded to hear of Scheherazade’s disloyalty. In a fury he calls out his soldiers to round up the harem

women. A terrible chase and massacre issue, and all the harem wives and all the characters that lived in the stories of the

Arabian Nights are murdered.

Scheherazade rises tall out of the ruins, an ancient and angry avenging goddess. She sees her entire culture and all its

riches annihilated. She turns on the King, daring him to truly believe in her disloyalty, which he cannot. She shows him

the wisdom, the knowledge and the riches of the spirit that he has laid waste. At last the King Shahrazar to Aladdin’s

lamp and teaches him to rub the lamp. When the Genie appears, he grants the King his wish. The King wishes only one

thing: never to have caused the destruction for which he has been responsible. His wish is granted. Gradually, as the

King has wished, the stately and graceful characters rise again and form a multi-hued tapestry into which Scheherazade

invites her King. 

Milwaukee Ballet Company. Photos: Rick Brodzeller.



O N E   T H O U S A N D   A N D
O N E   C O S T U M E S

Kathryn Posin worked with award-winning costume

designer and former ballet dancer Judanna Lynn to

create the lavish, shimmering costumes you will see

on stage.

"There's a certain beauty about the human soul that can

come out of any culture. With my design, that's what I tried

to do, bridge the cultural differences and artificial borders.

That part of the world is so rich, so contributory to human

history."

-Judanna Lynn

There are 53 costumes for 30 roles

300 different types of fabric were used to

create the costumes

It took 7 work days to create each costume

It took 5 months to create all the costumes.

C O M P O S E R :
N I K O L A I   R I M S K Y -
K O R S A K O V
Rimsky-Korsakov composeed the music for Scheherazade in

1888. He was born into an aristocratic family and he followed

his family's tradition and love for the sea by joining the

Russian Naval Cadets when he was just 12 years old. As a

cadet, he attended operas and concerts and took piano

lessons and by doing so, found a deep love and a talent for

music. Before he was sent to sea, he began writing his first

symphony even though he didn't know the names of the

chords or understand how to write the parts for each

instrument. Despite this, he managed to complete the

symphony upon his return from his tour at sea three years

later. 

He wrote the score for Scheherazade after reading "The

Arabian Nights". He originally titled the work in four sections:

The Sea and Sinbad's Ship, The Tale of the Kalendar Prince, The

Young Prince and Princess, and The Festival at Baghdad. 

"My overall intention was a kaleidoscope of fairy-tale images and

designs of Oriental character... I leave the filling in of all details to

the taste and mood of each individual listener."

-Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov 



C A S T

Marize Fumero | Itzel Hernandez

S C H E H E R A Z A D E

S H E I K H

Davit Hovhannisyan | Patrick Howell

V I Z I E R

Timothy O'Donnell | Isaac Sharratt

S I N B A D

 Randy Crespo 

R U K H   B I R D

Annia Hidalgo

Photos: Timothy O'Donnell and Rachel Malehorn. 



C A S T

Barry Molina

A L A D D I N

G E N I E

Garrett Glassman  | Parker Brasser-Vos

P R I N C E S S   B A D U R

Nicole Teague-Howell |  Alana Griffith

K I N G   B A D U R

Patrick Howell | Davit Hovhannisyan

P R I N C E   K A M A R

Jonathan Batista | Timothy O'Donnell

P R I N C E S S   S H A M S

Luz San Miguel | Nicole Teague-Howell

Photos: Timothy O'Donnell and Rachel Malehorn. 



S U B S C R I B E R

There is still time to
become a

June 1-4

Snow White is re-imagined as both dream and

nightmare in Michael Pink's provocative dance

drama. 

Mirror Mirror

April 6-9

The romantic classic La Sylphide transports us into

the forest realm of the sylphs. 

Choreographer-in-Residence Timothy O'Donnell

creates his 6th world premiere on Milwaukee

Ballet with Sans Pleurer.

La Sylphide | Sans Pleurer

February 16-19

Our International Choreographic Competition

returns to the Pabst Theater.

Genesis 

Expand your adventure with

Milwaukee Ballet. You'll gain the best

seats at the best prices, as well as exclusive

access and news.

Call 414-902-2103 or

subscribe at the theater!

Annia Hidalgo & Parker Brasser-Vos. Rachel Malehorn &

Garrett Glassman. Valerie Harmon & Alexandre Ferreira. Nicole Teague.

Susan Gartell. Photos: Tom Davenport. 

Love what you have just seen?

Use your Scheherazade | Angels in the

Architecture ticket to subscribe at a special

price! You can still save up to 25% off

Genesis, La Sylphide | Sans Pleurer, and

Mirror Mirror by becoming a full season

subscriber by October 31. 

Subscribe at the theater during the run of

Scheherazade | Angels in the Architecture

and be entered to win a backstage tour or

a studio rehearsal viewing.


